Site-directed mutagenesis in hemoglobin: functional and structural role of inter- and intrasubunit hydrogen bonds as studied with 37 beta and 145 beta mutations.
In order to clarify the functional and structural role of intra- and intersubunit hydrogen bonds in human hemoglobin (Hb A), we prepared two artificial beta chain mutant hemoglobins by site-directed mutagenesis. The mutant Hb Phe-37 beta, in which Trp-37 beta is replaced by Phe to remove the intersubunit hydrogen bond between Asp-94 alpha and Trp-37 beta at the alpha 1-beta 2 interface in deoxy Hb A, showed a markedly increased oxygen affinity and almost completely diminished Bohr effect and cooperativity. However, 1H-NMR data indicated that the structure of deoxy Hb Phe-37 beta is rather similar to that of deoxy Hb A. The enhanced tetramer-to-dimer dissociation previously observed in Hb Hirose (Trp-37 beta----Ser) together with our observation of the effects of organic phosphate on the structure and function of Hb Phe-37 beta suggested that a large part of the abnormal properties of Hb Phe-37 beta observed for dilute solutions appears to result from partial dissociation into alpha beta dimers rather than direct destabilization of the T-quaternary structure in the deoxygenated state. Thus, the primary and direct role of the hydrogen bond between Asp-94 alpha and Trp-37 beta is to stabilize the tetrameric assembly, and thereby this hydrogen bond indirectly contributes to stabilization of the T-quaternary structure. The other mutant Hb Phe-145 beta has a Phe residue at the 145 beta site and lacks the intrasubunit hydrogen bond formed between Tyr-145 beta and the carbonyl group of Val-98 beta in deoxy Hb A.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)